
To help everyone attending to 

get as many 

practical experiences 

of havening in the time 

that we have, if you can have 

real subjects ready it will speed 

us up enormously. Make a note 

of these before the training. 

For example for each 

Aspirational process 
What are your aspirations? How 

close to achieving them are  

Date:   28th and 29th of October, 2017 
Time:   10am to 5.30pm both days  
Venue: Psychosensory Academy, Roslin, 
            Midlothian, EH25 9QW 
Tel:      0131 440 2589

Looking forward to meeting you at the 

weekend. We are starting at 10am and 

continue to 5.30pm both days. 

Carol Robertson PhD 

Eskhill Cottage 

Roslin 

Midlothian 

EH25 9QW  

Detailed directions and photographs are  

on the website https://

www.psychosensoryacademy.com/

directionstopsychosyacademy 

Psychosensory Academy
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This is a country place and our heating is stoves and open fires. The best clothing to 

wear for Havening and this environment is comfortable, casual and layered.  
 
I will provide coffee, teas, snacks and lunch for us all. Do let me know if you have an 

allergies or anything you really dislike. You are welcome to bring your own if you like.  
 
There are dogs, cats, horses, birds, dust and pollen here in the countryside so if you 

have allergies do let me know and bring antihistamines if you need them. When the 

weather is good sometimes we work outside. 



To help everyone attending to get as many practical experiences of havening in the 

time that we have, if you can have real subjects ready it will speed us up enormously. 

Make a note of these before the training. For example for each  
 
Aspirational process 
What are your aspirations? How close to achieving them are you? 

………………………………………. 

Hopeful Havening   
What are you hopeful about? Or what are you so doubtful about you can only be 

hopeful?  ………………………………………. 

Ifformational Havening   
What if this idea you are hopeful about came about? 

………………………………………. 

Affirmational Havening   
What would you love to make solid? 

………………………………………. 
 
Event Havening   
Activation element: A memory of an event that when you think of it now you 

experience an emotional response?   ……………………………………….  
 
Distraction element: Where do you like to explore? The beach? The city? The forest? 

Outer space? ………………………….. 
………………………….. 

What is your favourite food to eat? …………………………..  
What do you like to smell? flowers, new car, baby, perfume?………………………….. 

What do you like to hear? ………………………….. 
What do you like to see? ………………………….. 
What do you like to feel? e.g. Sand under bare feet? Marble floors on holiday? 

Moorland path? ………………………….. 

What tune do you like humming? ………………………….. 

Do you like counting or do you prefer thinking about the alphabet? 



Transpirational Havening   
Activation element: An unwanted feeling or emotional response that you experience. 

For example ‘angry’, ‘sad’, trapped’, ‘guilty’, ‘regretful’, ‘unnamed emotion’, 

‘frustrated’  ……………………………………….  

Outcome Havening   
Activation element: A memory of an outcome that happened that when you think of  

it generates an unwanted emotional response ………………………………………. 

A preferred outcome: What would you rather have had happen? 

………………………………………. 

Role Havening   
Activation element: A memory of an outcome that happened related to 

communicating with another person (perhaps words unsaid or words said) that when 

you think of  it generates an unwanted emotional response 

………………………………………. 

A preferred outcome: What would you rather have had happen? 

……………………………………….

There is plenty of parking here and buses to Gowkley Moss Roundabout or Roslin from 
Edinburgh are frequent. If the weather is bad we can give you a lift from the bus stop or 
village of Roslin. Do phone us on 0131 440 2589.


Please email me your name as you would like it to appear on your certificate.


Any other questions do email us.


Kindest regards


Carol




 


